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‘WHAT’S THIS? WHAT’S THIS?’
BRUNEL STUDENTS SPOOK INTU!

Sophie Perry
‘Twas the night before Halloween, 

when all through Intu
Not a sound was stirring, not even a 

‘boo’;
The masks were hung in the shops 

with care
In hopes that someone would buy 

them to wear

On October 30th Film 
Orchestra and Choir Society 

teamed up with Brunel Musical 
Theatre Society to perform a 

Halloween flash mob in Uxbridge’s 
Intu Shopping Centre. 

Taking place outside Next, crowds 
gathered on both levels to watch 
the two societies perform a seven-
minute medley inspired by Tim 
Burton’s 1993 animated musical, 
The Nightmare Before Christmas.

Fully Halloween-ified in their 
zombie makeup, Film Orchestra and 
Choir were poised and ready for the 
performance’s 3:30pm start. Sensing 
something was not as it normally is, 
onlooking shoppers gathered into 

crowds. 

As the time came, the Musical 
Theatre Society appeared, 
transformed into a rabble of ghoulish 
creatures; a dead cheerleader, 
Beetlejuice, a skeleton and 
Wednesday Addams, to name but a 
few of the fantastic costumes. 

Film Orchestra provided the live 
music for the event as the Choir and 
Musical Theatre sang and performed 
a choreographed piece created 
especially for the flash mob. 

The organisation of the event, 
from initial talks through to the final 
performance, was a creative and 
collaborative process between the 
Societies. Conductor of Film Choir, 
Emily Keziah-Green, led liaisons with 
Intu, explaining; “I’ve been involved 
in discussions with Intu due to my 
role in Circus Society, through that 
I suggested a Halloween flash mob 
could be done at Intu. They loved the 
idea and I brought it back to BMTS 
and FOCS. I got thrilled responses all 
around”. 

The Societies created their 
individual elements for the flash 
mob, which were then combined 
together in rehearsals to create the 
final product. 

Speaking to Laura Davey, Chair 
of Musical Theatre, she said; 
“FOCS had a Nightmare medley in 
their repertoire and it was perfect 
material for our Choreographer 
Katie [Pantry] to use. We wanted 
to ease the pressure by relying on 
performance-ready content from 
the Orchestra and Choir, which they 
could teach their new members as 
we rehearsed with ours”.  

Following the excitement, 
pressure and relief of the final 
performance both Laura and Emily 
had positive views of the flash mob; 
each having nothing but praise for 
the other Society and its members. 
When asked if they would do it again 
I received an affirmative ‘yes’ from 
both – watch this space! 

Looking to what the Societies 
and their members gained from the 
flash mob, Laura explained that they 
achieved their goal to ‘spread the 
word about our single societies on 
campus and in Uxbridge’. Laura went 
on to say; “Hopefully we have both 
gained new interested audiences 
for our upcoming shows and 
performances or, at the very least, a 
few more likes or views on our social 
media pages”. Emily also commented 
on the uniqueness of the experience 
for Society members because ‘how 
many people can say they’ve been in 
a flash mob?’

A YouTube video of the flash 
mob, edited by BMTS Producer 
Lia Harlin, can be viewed on the 
‘BrunelMusicalTheatre Society’ 
YouTube Channel.

For any musical theatre lover 
or West End enthusiast, 

the opening lyrics from Stephen 
Schwartz’s award-winning musical 
‘Wicked’ are hardly reason to 
celebrate, as the opening ensemble 
sing; ‘Good news! She’s dead! The 
Witch of the West is dead!’ For 
‘Wicked’ is the untold tale of Elphaba 
and her friend Glinda, two witches 
of Oz who rise to become familiar 
faces in both the novel and film, ‘The 
Wizard of Oz.’ 

Rather than aligning with Dorothy 
and her friends, Winnie Holzman’s 

book of the musical follows 
Elphaba’s time at Shiz University as 
she surprisingly befriends Galinda, 
the Good Witch, and demonstrates 
her unique magical abilities before 
being deliberately exposed to Oz as 
‘wicked’ during the circumstances 
in which the flying monkeys first 
appear.

With its universal themes of 
acceptance, bullying and even 
animal testing, ‘Wicked’ offers more 
than just a night of fun at the theatre. 
Ask anyone who has been lucky to sit 
in the audience since its introduction 
to Broadway in 2003 or London in 
2006, and you’ll soon discover why 
hit numbers ‘Defying Gravity’ and 
‘For Good’ resound within audience 

even outside of the context of the 
complex tale based on Gregory 
Maguire’s novel ‘Wicked: The Life 
and Times of the Wicked Witch of 
the West.’ (1990)

For Brunel students, the call of 
the experiences that the West End 
has to offer are often appealing and 
close by. 

With Shaftsbury Avenue and 
Victoria Theatre both just over an 
hour away from campus by tube, 
matinee and evening performances 
can easily become dates in the diary, 
and at discount student or group 
rates. 

For large societies, the West 

End offers great deals: the Musical 
Theatre and Film Orchestra and 
Choir had a joint trip to ‘Wicked’ 
on the 18th of November, having 
secured stall seats with a £50 
individual saving. 

Served by Elphaba understudy 
Natalie Andreou, all attending 

members had a great West End trip, 
some even greeting the cast at Stage 
Door after the show; all priceless 
opportunities which could make 
others turn ‘green with envy’ upon 
discovering their up-close stall seats 
were only £25!

BRUNEL MUSICAL THEATRE 
GO TO SEE WICKED!

Laura Davey
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